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ALUMNI-NEWS

SUMMER, SUN, SUNSHINE…
… and a few rain showers here and there were present at our 4th Alumni
Summer Fête on August 24. Around 150 alumni came together this year at
Schuppen Eins in the Überseestadt to celebrate the summer of 2018. Read
more...

SAVE THE DATE: ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING ON
NOVEMBER 15
The Annual General Meeting 2018 will take place on November 15 at 4 p.m.
(registration from 3.30 p.m.) in the Cartesium Building Rotunda (Level 0) of
the University of Bremen. An invitation will be sent to all members by e-mail
in October. The Annual General Meeting is only for members of the
association, guests are not admitted.

REGIONAL GROUPS: ON IT GOES…
There is a lot going on in our regional groups! In Hamburg, the first gettogether took place on September 18. Six alumni met to get to know each
other and reminisce about their time in Bremen. Similar events are planned
in Hannover and Munich. We are also very happy that a chapter in Nigeria is
on the horizon. You are also interested in engaging in a regional group in
your (elected) hometown? Please contact us. Read more...

CAMPUS-NEWS

PREPARATIONS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS ARE IN FULL SWING
Between October 1 and 5, the International Astronautical Congress (IAC)
takes place in Bremen. It is organized by the Center of Applied Space
Technology and Microgravity (ZARM) of the University of Bremen. We spoke
to Annika Teubner from the ZARM about the preparations for the IAC. Read
more...

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW ACCEPTED FOR THE CAMPUS
PRIZE 2018/19
The Campus Prize is awarded for the third time this year. It is given out by
the KELLNER & STOLL FOUNDATION FOR CLIMATE AND
ENVIRONMENT, the Leibniz Center for Tropical Marine Research (ZMT), the
University of Bremen, and Alumni der Universität Bremen e. V. University of
Bremen staff having supervised outstanding theses can nominate the
respective graduates by November 16, 2018. Read more...

CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
The new program for Continuing Education for Senior Citizens is online!
Additionally to the classes offered by the Academy of Continuing Education,
the different departments also offer interesting seminars. Anyone interested
to participate has to be quick: the offers are often fully booked within just a
few weeks. Read more...

NEW EXHIBITION AT THE SUUB: ‘MARION’S BOOK’
The State and University Library Bremen is host to a new exhibition called
‘Marion’s Book.’ It features a book that Marion Baruch gave to her sister
Helga as a wedding gift in 1936. It is a book of drawings about the history of
the family as well as the love story between Helga and her husband. The
humorous illustrations give us insight into the life of a happy family in the
1930s, whose lives were ruined by Nazism. You do not want to miss this!
Admission is free of charge. Read more...

INTERNATIONAL

STUDENTS FROM NEW YORK CONDUCT RESEARCH IN
BREMEN
Two master’s students of Material Sciences from New York University (NYU)
conducted practice-oriented research during a two-month scientific internship
at the Cluster MAPEX Center for Materials and Processes at the University of
Bremen. They were financially supported the Santander BISIP program. This
was the beginning of a new cooperation with NYU. Read more...

FREE SHOP ON OCTOBER 12
Around 5,000 new students are expected to begin their degrees at the
University of Bremen this winter semester. Among them are many
international students, who often arrive in Bremen with only the luggage
allowed on an airplane. They frequently live in the sparsely equipped rooms
of the student residences. The SeniorCitizens, a group of senior citizens who
take classes at the University of Bremen, would like to help out these
international students by collecting household goods. Read more...

NEWSFLASH

PROFESSOR ANTJE BOETIUS RECEIVES GERMAN
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD 2018
University of Bremen alumna Antje Boetius won the German Environmental
Award in 2018. Professor Boetius is the director of the Alfred Wegener
Institute Helmholtz Center for Polar and Marine Research (AWI) and vice
director of MARUM – Center for Marine Environmental Sciences. She will
receive the prestigious award in Erfurt on October 28 by Federal President
Frank-Walter Steinmeier. Naturally, she already has very firm plans for the
prize money of 250,000 €. Read more...

LAW PROFESSOR APPOINTED TO FEDERAL JOINT
COMMITTEE
Professor of Law Friedhelm Hase not only is an expert on health law at the
University of Bremen, he has also been appointed deputy chairman of the
Federal Joint Committee (G-BA) this summer. The committee determines for
example what treatment measures are included in the statutory health
insurance. Read more...
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